A Person’s A Person No Matter How Small
A Lesson on the Uniqueness of Every Person
PreK, TK and Kindergarten Lesson
Goal:
To introduce children to the concept of personhood and the unique gift of each human
life created intentionally by God.
Materials:
Readiness Activity: The week before, ask each student to bring in a baby picture of
him or herself in a sealed envelope. Don’t let anyone see the pictures until the day of
the activity.
•
•
•
•

Large roll of kraft paper
Crayons and Markers
Scissors
Yarn, buttons, pipe cleaners, fabric, glitter, etc.

Lesson:
Have the children gather in a circle on the floor.
Play and sing:
“This Little Light of Mine”
Explain that God loves each one of us because we are special to him. Jesus has created each one of us
special from everyone else. We have been special and unique from the time before we were born and
all the way until we get very old.
Use examples to explain each person’s uniqueness such as talking about how each snowflake is unique
or how when Jesus looks down at the earth, he sees all the people like a huge field of beautiful flowers.

Take out the baby pictures for each student and ask students to guess who that baby is. Make sure the
child whose photo it is doesn’t give away the answer! Use this activity to talk about when life first
begins.
• When did each of us become different from every other person in the world, past and present?
• Why is that important?
Use images from “How big is your baby” link to illustrate the size of unborn babies. Even then, when
they are so small, they are special and loved by Jesus!

Make a life-size you! Tear off a piece of kraft paper for each child, large enough for them to be traced on
it lying down. Have the children trace each other on the paper. Provide crayons, markers, and crafting
materials to decorate their images. At the bottom of the paper, write “God made ______” so they can
write their names. Hang them up in the classroom when finished.
PRAYER of Thanksgiving for LIFE
God made the sun,
And God made the trees,
God made the mountains,
And God made me.
Thank you O God,
For the sun and the trees,
For making the mountains,
And for making me.
Amen

